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Chorus 1: 

This is our classroom. (3x) 

 

Chorus 2: 

Many chairs, many tables, many pictures on the wall. 

 

 

1. The pencil (the pencil), the sharpener (the sharpener), 

the glue (the glue), the exercise book (the exercise book). 

This is our classroom… 

Many chairs, many tables… 

 

2. The ruler (the ruler), the scissors (the scissors), 

the computer (the computer), the desk (the desk). 

This is our classroom… 

Many chairs, many tables… 

 

3. The fountain pen (the fountain pen), the pencil case (the pencil 

case), 

the schoolbag (the schoolbag), the book (the book). 

This is our classroom… 

Many chairs, many tables… 

 

4. The window (the window), the blackboard (the blackboard), 

the chalk (the chalk), the sponge (the sponge). 

This is our classroom… 

Many chairs, many tables… 
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German English 

das Klassenzimmer  the classrom 

Das ist unser Klassenzimmer.  This is our classroom. 

der Stuhl, die Stühle  the chair, the chairs 

viel, viele  much, many 

viele Stühle many chairs 

der Tisch, die Tische  the table, the tables 

viele Tische  many tables 

das Bild, die Bilder  the picture, the pictures 

die Wand  the wall 

an der Wand on the wall 

der Bleistift  the pencil 

der Spitzer (der Anspitzer) the sharpener 

der Kleber  the glue 

das Heft  the exercise book, note book 

das Lineal  the ruler 

die Schere  the scissors 

der Computer, der Rechner  the computer 

das Pult  the desk 

der Füller  the fountain pen 

das Mäppchen the pencil case 

die Schultasche the schoolbag 

das Buch the book 

das Fenster the window 

die Tafel the blackboard 

die Kreide the chalk 

der Schwamm the sponge 


